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Re: Table 5 Ethnic and national groups: Regional groups 
 
In February we received a query from Harriet Aagaard, National Library of Sweden: 
 

We have problems with understanding why there is a 0 in the number  
T5—96067. . . . [Given the instructions] at T5—966–968 it is a bit confusing.  
 

In Table 5 is this entry, with the number built according to the instructions at the beginning of 
Table 5: 
 
T5—960 67   Africans of Central Africa and offshore islands 

 
Number built according to instructions at beginning of Table 5 
 
Class here comprehensive works on African pygmies 
 

For specific groups of African pygmies, see the specific ethnic group, e.g., 
Baka —96361 
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Also in Table 5 is this entry: 
 
—966–968 Regional and national groups in Africa 
 

Citizens of independent and partly independent jurisdictions; former 
citizens and descendants of citizens of these jurisdictions 

 
Add to base number —96 the numbers following —6 in notation 66–68 
from Table 2, e.g., West Africans —966, Nigerians —9669; then add 
further as instructed at beginning of Table 5, e.g., Nigerians in the United 
Kingdom and British citizens of Nigerian origin —9669041; however, 
Somali as a national group relocated from —96773 to —9354 
 
Class citizens of these countries belonging to a specific ethnic group with 
the ethnic group, e.g., South Africans of British origin —28, Nigerian 
Hausa —9370669, Nigerian Igbo —963320669 

 
See also —9276 for national groups of African Arabs, e.g., modern 
Egyptians —92762, Sudanese —927624; also —928 for Ethiopians as 
a national group; also —9289 for Eritreans as a national group; also 
—931 for ancient Egyptians as a national group 

 
What is the explanation for this confusing situation? Originally, T5—966–968 was limited to 
“National groups in Africa.”  Since T2—67 Central Africa and offshore islands does not 
represent one nation, the add instruction at T5—966–968 obviously could not be used.  But in 
DDC 22 the caption of T5—966–968 was changed to: “Regional and national groups in Africa.”   
Hence now if we were talking about the majority of central Africans as a regional group, we 
could use the add instruction at T5—966–968 to build T5—967 Central Africans—a number 
similar to the built number T5—966 West Africans.  
 
Does that mean that T5—96067 should be bracketed, and T5—967 always be used instead?  No, 
because these special developments are to be used for comprehensive works on regional groups 
viewed as a whole population, much as if they were national groups.  The “number-built” record 
T5—96067 was given to provide instructions about how to class comprehensive works on 
African pygmies; since they are minority groups in central Africa, a regional-group number is 
not appropriate. 
 
There have been similar expansions from “national groups” to “regional and national groups” in 
the following records:  
 

T5—687–688 Regional and national groups [of Spanish Americans] 
T5—9275–9276 Regional and national groups of Arabs 
T5—969 Other regional and national groups of largely African descent 

 
To clarify usage of all the “regional and national groups” numbers, we propose to insert a new 
section into the first Manual note for Table 5.  The existing second section of the Manual note is 
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labeled “Ethnic group and nationality.” The last two paragraphs of that second section treat the 
“national group” aspect of these “regional and national group” numbers.  The proposed new third 
section is labeled: “Regional groups.”  Harriet Aagaard reviewed and approved an earlier version 
of the new section of the Manual note. 
 
In looking further at the “regional and national group” records in Table 5, we have also decided 
to modify the scope notes and to give notes: “Subdivisions are added for either or both topics in 
heading.”  For example, here is what we propose for the entry shown above: 
 
—966–968 Regional and national groups in Africa 
 

Limited to the following groups viewed as a whole: people of multi-country 
regions; citizens of independent and partly independent jurisdictions; former 
citizens and descendants of citizens of these regions and jurisdictions 

 
Add to base number —96 the numbers following —6 in notation 66–68 
from Table 2, e.g., West Africans —966, Nigerians —9669; then add 
further as instructed at beginning of Table 5, e.g., Nigerians in the United 
Kingdom and British citizens of Nigerian origin —9669041; however, 
Somali as a national group relocated from —96773 to —9354 

Subdivisions are added for either or both topics in heading 
 
Class citizens of these countries belonging to a specific ethnic group with 
the ethnic group, e.g., South Africans of British origin —28, Nigerian 
Hausa —9370669, Nigerian Igbo —963320669 

 
See also —9276 for national groups of African Arabs, e.g., modern 
Egyptians —92762, Sudanese —927624; also —928 for Ethiopians as 
a national group; also —9289 for Eritreans as a national group; also 
—931 for ancient Egyptians as a national group 

 
Harriet Aagaard has not yet seen these proposed changes. 
 
 In what follows, the whole Manual note is given for context, but only the “Regional groups” 
section is new.  In the four table records, the only changes are the modified scope notes and the 
“subdivisions are added” notes.  
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Table 5. Ethnic and National Groups T5

1

Table 5. Ethnic and National Groups
Nationality and language

Table 5 Ethnic and National Groups and Table 6 Languages are both based on the tradi-
tional sequence of languages in 420–490, and therefore most numbers are developed in
parallel. But separate tables are needed because language and nationality do not always
match, e.g., there are Canadian people (T5—11 in Table 5), but no Canadian language;
there is a Yiddish language (T6—391 in Table 6) but no Yiddish people.

Ethnic group and nationality

The generally preferred citation order is ethnic group over nationality, as nationality is
normally given a low priority, and citizens and noncitizens of a country class in the same
number. However, a different and atypical citation order is given at some specific num-
bers in Table 5, e.g., for Canadians of French and British origin, the prescribed citation
order is nationality first (T5—11 Canadians), then ethnic group: T5—112 for Canadians
of British origin, T5—114 for Canadians of French origin. Use the numbers T5—21071
(T5—21 people of British Isles + 71 Canada) and T5—41071 (T5—41 French + 71
Canada) only for persons of British and French origin in Canada who are not Canadian
citizens. But in the absence of specific instructions to the contrary use the citation order
given at the beginning of the table, e.g., Canadians of Ukrainian descent T5—91791071
(not T5—11). Use this same number for both Canadians of Ukrainian descent and per-
sons of Ukrainian descent who are in Canada but not Canadian citizens.

In general, use the same number for both the majority ethnic group of a nation and the
total population viewed as a national group, e.g., T5—94541 for both ethnic Finns and
all citizens of Finland viewed as a national group. Usually, priority between ethnic and
national affiliation is an issue only for minority ethnic groups, e.g., use T5—39704897
(T5—397 Swedes + 4897 Finland) for Finnish citizens who are ethnic Swedes, a mi-
nority ethnic group, because their ethnic group takes priority over their nationality. Use
T5—94541073 (T5—94541 Finns + 73 United States) for Finnish citizens who are eth-
nic Finns in the United States, but use T5—397073 (T5—397 Swedes + 73 United
States) for Finnish citizens who are ethnic Swedes in the United States, which is the
number for all persons of Swedish descent in the United States. Their Finnish national
origin is not expressed because of the low priority given to nationality. The exception
to this rule occurs when the class number to which Table 5 notation is added defines the
present location of the group, as in 940–999, so that it is possible to express both the
present and the past location of the group, e.g., use 973.0439704897 for ethnic Swedes
from Finland in United States history.

Special developments that allow expression of both ethnic and national affiliation are
typically made only for the majority ethnic group in a nation, under the heading “nation-
al group,” e.g., T5—6887 expresses both Spanish American ethnicity and Venezuelan
nationality, while T5—9697292 expresses both African ancestry and Jamaican nation-
ality. However, there is no special development to express both African ancestry and
Venezuelan nationality because African Venezuelans are a minority in Venezuela and
cannot be called a “national group.” Therefore the number for African Venezuelans in
England (T5—96042) is the same as the number for persons of African ancestry in gen-
eral in England; and Venezuelan nationality is not expressed (except when it is possible
to express both present and past location, e.g., African Venezuelans in English history
942.00496087). Conversely, Table 5 numbers for Venezuelans of Spanish origin in Eng-
land (T5—6887042) and Jamaicans of African origin in England (T5—9697292042)
always express the national origins.
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In some cases, special developments for national groups lead to the number for a national
group being clearly different from the number for the largest ethnic group of the country.
For example, the number for the Bhutanese as a national group is T5—91418; but the
Bhotia, the largest ethnic group, speak Tibetan dialects and class as an ethnic group with
the Tibetans in T5—9541. In some cases, the national group number for a country may
not express the ethnicity of the majority of the population. For example, the national
group numbers for all the modern nations of Latin America where Spanish is at least
one of the official languages express Spanish-American ethnicity, though the majority
of the population in some countries is of native American origin, e.g., Bolivia. Class
works that discuss all the people of a nation in the national group number specified
in the table. Class works that focus on a specific ethnic group with the ethnic group.
Use the national group number for a work that focuses on a specific ethnic group if it
expresses the appropriate ethnicity, e.g., use T5—6884 for works that discuss all the
people of Bolivia and also for works that focus on the Bolivians who speak Spanish and
follow Spanish-American customs; but use T5—98323084 for works that focus on the
Quechua of Bolivia, T5—98324084 for works that focus on the Aymara of Bolivia.

Regional groups

The special developments discussed in the preceding two paragraphs with respect to na-
tional groups also include multi-country regional groups; the records for T5—687–688,
T5—9275–9276, T5—966–968, and T5—969 all have captions that specify “regional
and national groups.” Use notation from these special developments for comprehensive
works on regional groups viewed as a whole population with similar characteristics,
much as if they were national groups, e.g., comprehensive works on Central Americans
T5—68728, comprehensive works on North Africans T5—92761.

Do not use notation from the special developments for minority groups; instead, use no-
tation for the ethnic group plus zero plus area notation from Table 2 for minority groups
in a region, e.g., scattered groups of hunter-gatherers in Central Africa T5—96067 (not
T5—967).

Adding area notation

Area notation is normally added to a Table 5 number to signify location, e.g., sociology
of Italians in England 305.851042. However, area notation is omitted whenever it is
redundant, e.g., 973.046872 Mexican Americans in U.S. history (not 973.046872073).

African Americans

An atypical development for African Americans (T5—96073) gives extra emphasis to
nationality for a minority group, while still preserving the usual citation order of ethnic
group before nationality. The 073 signifies U.S. nationality rather than location; so area
numbers can be added to it in the usual way, e.g., use T5—960730747 for U.S. citizens
with African ancestry in New York State. However, this applies only to U.S. citizens;
so use T5—960747 for noncitizens of African ancestry in New York State. There are no
special developments for most ethnic groups in the United States, e.g., use T5—510747
for persons of Italian descent in New York State regardless of whether they are U.S.
citizens. The Table 5 number for African Americans always expresses the U.S. national
origin when used for areas outside the U.S., e.g., use T5—96073042 for African Ameri-
cans in England. Conversely, the number for Italian Americans in England (T5—51042)
is the same as for Italians in England (with the usual exception for history, e.g., Italian
Americans in English history 942.00451073).
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—687–688 Regional and national groups

Limited to the following groups viewed as a whole: people of multi-country
regions having a Spanish-speaking majority or Spanish as an official
language; citizens of independent and partly independent jurisdictions
having a Spanish-speaking majority or Spanish as an official language;
former citizens and descendants of citizens of these regions and
jurisdictions

Add to base number —68 notation 7–8 from Table 2, e.g., Central
Americans —68728, Puerto-Ricans —687295, Chileans —6883; then
add further as instructed at beginning of Table 5, e.g., Chileans in United
States and U.S. citizens of Chilean origin —6883073; however, for
comprehensive works on Spanish Americans in jurisdictions where they
are a minority, see —6804–6809, e.g., Spanish Americans in United States
—68073

Subdivisions are added for either or both topics in heading

Class citizens of these countries belonging to other ethnic groups with the
ethnic group, e.g., Mapuche citizens of Chile —9872083

—927 5–927 6 Regional and national groups of Arabs

Limited to the following groups viewed as a whole: people of
multi-country regions having an Arab or Arabic-speaking majority
or Arabic as the official language; citizens of independent or partly
independent jurisdictions having an Arab or Arabic-speaking majority
or Arabic as the official language; former citizens and descendants of
citizens of these regions and jurisdictions

Add to base number —927 notation 5–6 from Table 2, e.g., Iraqis
—927567, North Africans —92761, Sudanese —927624; then add
further as instructed at beginning of Table 5, e.g., Sudanese in Ethiopia
and Ethiopian citizens of Sudanese descent —927624063; however, for
comprehensive works on Arabs as a minority group in a country of Asia
or Africa where Arabic is not the official language, see —92705–92706,
e.g., Arabs in Iran —927055; for Mauritanians as a national group, see
—9661

Subdivisions are added for either or both topics in heading

Class Palestinian Arabs as an ethnic group in —9274. Class citizens of
these countries belonging to other ethnic groups with the ethnic group,
e.g., Kurdish citizens of Iraq —915970567
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—966–968 Regional and national groups in Africa

Limited to the following groups viewed as a whole: people of multi-country
regions; citizens of independent and partly independent jurisdictions;
former citizens and descendants of citizens of these regions and
jurisdictions

Add to base number —96 the numbers following —6 in notation 66–68
from Table 2, e.g., West Africans —966, Nigerians —9669; then add
further as instructed at beginning of Table 5, e.g., Nigerians in the United
Kingdom and British citizens of Nigerian origin —9669041; however,
Somali as a national group relocated from —96773 to —9354

Subdivisions are added for either or both topics in heading

Class citizens of these countries belonging to a specific ethnic group with
the ethnic group, e.g., South Africans of British origin —28, Nigerian
Hausa —9370669, Nigerian Igbo —963320669

See also —9276 for national groups of African Arabs, e.g., modern
Egyptians —92762, Sudanese —927624; also —928 for Ethiopians as
a national group; also —9289 for Eritreans as a national group; also
—931 for ancient Egyptians as a national group

—969 Other regional and national groups of largely African descent

Limited to the following groups viewed as a whole: people of multi-country
regions outside Africa; citizens of independent and partly independent
jurisdictions outside Africa; former citizens and descendants of citizens of
these regions and jurisdictions

Add to base number —969 notation 4–9 from Table 2, e.g., West Indians
—969729, Haitians —9697294, Virgin Islanders —96972972; then add
further as instructed at beginning of Table 5, e.g., Haitians in the United
States —9697294073

Subdivisions are added for either or both topics in heading

Class Cubans in —687291; class Dominicans (Dominican Republic) in
—687293; class Puerto Ricans in —687295; class minority groups of
African descent in —9604–9609, plus notation from Table 2 as instructed
at beginning of Table 5 to show where the groups are located, e.g., people
of African descent in Canada —96071. Class citizens of these countries
belonging to other ethnic groups with the ethnic group, e.g., Bahamians of
English origin —2107296
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